Designer Charles Svingham

“I’m launching this competition
to encourage entrepreneurial
women to start their own
business. I hope the exciting
synergy between business,
fashion and beauty will spark
an initiative for many of them.”
popular “Your Destiny TV”, Britain’s
first ever Live Psychic TV Channel, the
show aired for two years on Sky.
Having recently launched Success
Media, a multimedia company
specialising in TV Production, PR and
IPTV. Chelsey is currently writing her
book “Success for Life,” - The definitive
blueprint on how anyone can succeed
in life and in business to gain wealth,
happiness and lasting success, due to
be published next year.
Chelsey also contributes a considerable
time in helping and advising other
entrepreneurs through speaking at
business events, mentoring and is
regularly invited to speak at award
ceremonies. Chelsey sits on the Midas
Touch panel at the Business Startup
Show having worked alongside fellow
entrepreneurs Peter Jones, Brad
Rosser, Rachel Elnaugh and Jonathan
Jay. By mentoring women in business,
Chelsey has a strong commitment
to give something back. Through her
own risk and belief, she has changed
the perceptions of how women in
business are perceived. Chelsey now
wants to give other budding female
entrepreneurs the chance to have a
successful career and provide a unique
opportunity to those wanting to start
their own business.
The latest offering from this talented
young entrepreneur is “The City’s Top
Model Entrepreneur” competition
which Chelsey created to set a
benchmark for women in business.
Richard Farleigh, popular dragon from
BBC TV’s “Dragons Den”, has joined
Chelsey’s innovative new event. It’s
an intoxicating mix of business and
fashion, an exciting cocktail made up
of two great passions shared by most
successful women in business. This is
an incredible opportunity for female
enterprise and to showcase the talent
that London has to offer.
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“I’m launching this competition to
encourage entrepreneurial women
to start their own business. I hope the
exciting synergy between business,
fashion and beauty will spark an
initiative for many of them.
Personally Chelsey is a unique
character who is always motivated
and willing to help others. Having
already worked with some of the UK’s
top entrepreneurs Chelsey is strong
minded yet extremely down to earth
and bursting with personality. For more
info see www.chelseytv.com
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